FEMALE BEAUTIES

by Jing-Shin Weng

God is fair in square making. Who is an ugly face often goes with beauty, and vanity. And there is neither absolute beauty nor absolute ugliness. Women can be classified into several categories. The first kind are those who dress and paint themselves like a movie star. They are fashionable women, frivolous and sensual, who try to become an idol of men just to satisfy their vanity.

The second kind of female beauties are those who are reserved and calm. They never speak loud and never laugh a hearty laugh. Facing all with the same cold expression, they may be accused as a serious scholar who exactly gets honour and praise. A third kind of female beauties may be comprehended under the word "scholar". They are warm, sincere and sensible, full of sympathy, and like the Blessed Mary, lovely but noble. The innocent may be looked upon as a fourth kind of female beauties. They live to love and to be loved, and do not know what life is. In their angelic eyes, there are no wiles things in this world.

As for heroines, geniuses, bibliophiles and practitioners, they are so commonly found among men as among women; for which reason I shall pass them over in silence.

The inner beauty can be created by oneself, the outer ugliness can be covered by inner beauty.

---

FIND THE MISSING WORD

1. Can you think of a word that contains the vowels a, i, o, u in order? For example: fantastic.

2. Can you think of a word containing five alphabets but without any vowels?

3. Can you think of a word containing five alphabets but not more than nine alphabets?

4. Find the Missing Word: See if you can put the right letters in the blank squares above so that each vertical column is a three-letter word, and the center horizon tal row spells the name of a familiar sea animal.
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